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We use the following variables to formulate the BNN attack:

– pj : the perturbation in feature j, such that the perturbed point is x+ p; this is a continuous
variable, and the only decision variable in our formulation.

– al,j : the pre-activation sum for the j-th neuron in the l-th layer; for the output (D + 1-st)
layer, aD+1,target and aD+1,prediction are equal to the output values ftarget(x0;w) and
fprediction(x0;w) of the model for the two classes of interest.

– hl,j : this is the activation value for the j-th neuron in the l-th layer, i.e. hl,j = 1 if al,j � 0
and hl,j = 0 otherwise. This is the only set of binary variables in our formulation.

In the following MILP formulation, the constraints essentially implement a forward pass in the
BNN, from the perturbed input to the output layer. In particular, (2) and (3) compute the pre-
activation sums, (4) and (5) are big-M constraints that assign the correct activation value h given the
pre-activation a, and (6) is the perturbation budget constraint. Note that for (4) and (5), we require
the lower and upper bounds Ll,j and Ul,j on al,j ; those bounds are easily calculated given x and ✏.
We implicitly assume that the input is in [0, 1]n, and constrain the perturbed point to be within this
range; this is typical for images for example, where pixels in [0, 255] are scaled to [0, 1].

max aD+1,target � aD+1,prediction

subject to a1,j =
nX
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al,j 2 [Ll,j , Ul,j ] 8l 2 [D + 1], 8j 2 [r]
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In implementing this formulation, we accommodate “batch normalization” (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015),
which has been shown to be crucial to the effective training of BNNs (Courbariaux et al., 2016). We
simply use the parameters learned for batch normalization, as well as the mean and variance over
the training data, to compute this linear transformation.

4 IPROP : INTEGER TARGET PROPAGATION

As we will see in Section 5, solving the MILP attack model becomes difficult very quickly. On the
other hand, gradient-based attacks such as PGD are efficient (one forward and backward pass per
iteration), but not suitable for BNNs: a trained BNN represents a piecewise constant function with
an undefined or zero derivative zero at any point in the input space. This same issue arises when
training a BNN. There, (Courbariaux et al., 2016) propose to replace the sign function activation
by a differentiable surrogate function g, where g(x) = x if x 2 [�1, 1] and sign(x) otherwise.
This surrogate function has derivative 1 with respect to x between �1 and 1, and 0 almost every-
where else. As such, during backpropagation, PGD uses the approximate BNN with g as activation,
computing its gradient w.r.t. the input vector, and taking an ascent step to maximize the objective (1).

However, as we show in Figure 1, the gradient used by PGD may not be indicative of the correct as-
cent direction. Figure 1 illustrates the outputs of a BNN (left) and an approximate BNN (right) with
3 hidden layers and 30 neurons per layer, as a single input value is varied in a small range. Clearly,
the approximate BNN can behave arbitrarily differently, and gradient information with respect to
the input dimension being varied is not very useful for our task.
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Problem Setting 1
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q Adversarial Attack: a small perturbation      to an input       that 
fools ML model into predicting incorrect output (STOP→YIELD)

q Attack-to-Protect: designing better algorithms for generating 
adversarial perturbations helps train robust ML models

q ML model ⎯ Binarized Neural Network (BNN):
• Weights:     +1 / -1
• Activation:        sign & ∈ {−1,+1}

q Why care about BNNs?
• Fast inference / Small size
• Great for low-power devices, smartphones

This work: Effective combinatorial 
methods for attacking BNNs

Gradient Attacks Fail on BNN 2

Final layer activations for inputs to a small BNN with two output
classes (o1 and o2) as a single input dimension (x1) is varied. The
relative activations of the two classes differ significantly between
the true BNN (left) and an approximation of the BNN (right) used to
enable the gradient-based attack PGD.
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Global Integer Program 3

IProp: Integer Target Propagation4
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q Initially, BNN outputs +2 for STOP, −2 for YIELD
q Target: flip the −1 in 2nd layer into +1
q Target satisfaction: formulate as mixed-binary program
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q MAX-SAT: satisfy as much as possible
q Iterative Algorithm: sample targets in 

last layer, propagate target backwards

q BNNs (x-axis): depth x 
width

q Flip rate (y-axis): fraction 
of images for which 
prediction changes

q Higher is better: IProp
much better than PGD; 
MIP does not scale well

q Runtime (x-axis): 180 
seconds time limit

q Objective value (y-axis)
q Higher is better: IProp

outperforms PGD quickly

q MNIST Handwritten Digit Recognition dataset (1k test images)
q PGD: Standard gradient-based attack
q Run each method for 180 seconds

How often does each attack fool the BNN?

Does IProp find good solutions early?

q Axes similar to bar chart
q Higher is better: IProp

benefits from warmstarting
with PGD

Can IProp benefit from PGD?
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